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User guide 

Here you can find the answer to the question:

"... when do I have to use hose retaining systems...?"

Initial situation:

Imagine that a person is in direct* proximity to a hydraulic hose line

currently under pressure.

Question 1: Is the operating pressure of this hose line 50 bar or more?

Question 2: When this hose line is ripped from the secured end, could the 

affected person by struck (i.e. put at risk) by the lashing hose end?

This threat is also present with brand-new hose lines!

Question 3: Is the person also in general transport route zones or freely accessible working 

areas? (For your information: Areas that are only accessible to maintenance personnel

are primarily not relevant for hose safety catches according to BGR 237)

Done!

If you have answered all three questions with "yes", then the hose line MUST

be retrofitted with a hose safety catch or with other suitable** devices 

(** e.g. metal shielding)!

Exception: If the affected hose line already has a "fitted" rip-out protection device, an additional one 

is not strictly necessary. Requirements set for hydraulic hose fittings secure against ripping out are explained by

the BG document: GS-BGIA-M10

Attention: Many hydraulic press fittings are classified as "secure against ripping out", although they do not comply 

with the rules and guidelines! When required, ensure that the manufacturer of the press fittings confirms in 

writing that the "secure against ripping out"  description is in accordance with the standards cited below!

The underlying rule for the above procedure is the BGR 237. The following standards and guidelines 

are similar:

DIN EN 201  -  DIN EN ISO 4413  -  BGI 5100  -  European Machinery Directive 2006/42/EG

BG Mechanical Engineering Group, information sheet no. 15 - DIN EN ISO 12100 - GS-BGIA-M10

The corresponding original citations of the above standards can be found at www.cablelock.de - important information.

* The distance from the affected person to the hose line can be very small in certain circumstances, as it must be

assumed, for example, that the interested layperson would like to read the hose imprint or similar.

This user guide may confuse some readers, or invite additional questions. Call us now! We will be happy to 

answer any further questions you may have! The contact address can be found at www.cablelock.de
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